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Harris Makes Huge Homecoming Haul
Cops To Nab Harris and Merchant Tonight

GENIUS DID NOT GO BEGGING FOR LACK OF ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

BULLETIN

JOY-CRAZED AUDIENCE HISTORICALLY OVER ACT IN STRUT AND FRET PLAY. SPECTATORS AT PERFORMANCE SHOWED ACTORS WITH MONEY AMID CRIES OF "AUTHOR! AUTHOR!" AID SWOLLEN PAPA MUGGER OF FREE PRESS, SAYS "PRINT AND FIRST PLAY OPENS NEW VISTAR FOR EGYPT. PFL WAS HAD BY ALL." PERFORMANCE COLLECTED 10,000,000 DOLLARS NOT COUNTING TWO HUGER CHECKS. WHEN ACTOR IS ASKED WHAT HE THINKS OF THE SUCCESS OF THE PLAY HE SAYS: "I AM SIMPLY PLAYED OUT."

JOY-CRAZED AUDIENCE OVERWELMS ACTORS WITH APPRECIATION

Evidence of remarkable school loyalty was displayed by the happy Homecomers in the press with which they received the high school skit just presented. In this country growing with money and money, it was not surprising to find such an intelligent and appreciative audience. Genius did not go begging for lack of acknowledgment.

Panatorium rejoiced at the hosts of rare human talent directed toward receptive alumni ears. Shouts of praise and unqualified joy arose from the audience as they knowingly waved and rather, with each succeeding pun from the stage.

When Abraham Lincoln's name was mentioned, a roar of Negro students went in answer to the memory of the great Emancipator. Just a short distance toward the woods when their sound was cut off

When Albert Einstein's name was mentioned, a roar of Negro students went in answer to the memory of the great Emancipator. Just a short distance toward the woods when their sound was cut off.

The audience bellowed sympatheticly, as the entrance of the DeKalb history squad and did not fail to observe that all the students were waving, singing, and raising hands with which to applaud the entering students.

NOTIS! TRESPASSERS!

Trespassers will be pursued to the fullest extent of the law. This is a picture of Mr. Sryan, the double-barreled shot-gun, and the mongrel dog was executed by our staff artist on the spot. Our staff artist, in turn, was executed by Mr. Sryan on the spot. One might say that the artist was put on the spot. The "X" marks the spot.

HENRY SHRICK

A This picture of Mr. Shricker, the double-barreled shot-gun, and the mongrel dog was executed by our staff artist on the spot. Our staff artist, in turn, was executed by Mr. Shricker on the spot. One might say that the artist was put on the spot. The "X" marks the spot.

Camera Shoots Mr. T. L. Bryant in Thick of Fresh Law Class

Although most of our students have heard of Mr. Bryant's Commercial Law classes, a much smaller number has been priviledged to see them. Ballyhoo, with its usual enterprise, has secured an exclusive picture of Mr. Bryant in action.

Notwithstanding the fact that this snapshot was taken from long range (just outside the door of the classroom), it turned out to be a remarkably life-like study. Doubtless many of the returning alumni will be struck with the familiarcy of Mr. Bryant's pose. One can almost hear Mr. Bryant saying what Mr. Bryant would be saying. Somehow the art of the photographer has a way of making his subject more vivid merely by reproducing him. How familiar is it to see Mr. Bryant in action?

(Editors' Note: The intrepid photographer who "talks" this picture received in salary and a nice engraved watch.)

If a dime looks like a dollar to you, fifteen cents is in the middle, so you can buy a Souvenir Program without sacrificing your principles.

What's fifteen cents for a Souvenir Program? Ain't America on the gold standard?

Windstorm Does Fearful Damage to Main Building
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Margraves Brings Back a Bush From the Bushes

Dickey Again Answers Call of the Sea

Cops to Pinch Harris

(Continued from Page One.)

from the village graderman he Aurora will be surrounded, by this time the paper appears to have a certain amount of arms guards and National militia. "It is necessary," Mayor Andreasen, president of the local paper and general manager of the machine gun company in order to prevent the escape of two men, known as crinoline, that they were known to the associates of Carribean crime. And let me tell you, my "boy," he said, grinning, "they was a bastard of your years." In case the capture of the culprits does go through as planned, the authorities will be able to use the culprits to add to the local demoralization that would lead to such a verdict. Police believe, of course, as expected, that the two men arrested under the provisions of the law have promised that Harris and his confederate will not be able to be seen the local authorities.

The Ballyhoo

1931 Ballyhoo Gains First Honor Rating By W. W. S. P. Association

WHAT FAMOUS PEOPLE ARE SAYING

"The Depression of 1931" is a remarkable and exciting stage saga of an economic condition which is not perhaps the province of the reader. Such notable as William Hove and Chuck Harris serve to keep the performance from being dry. In fact, with them in the show, all is well.

President Hoover's Brother-in-law.

If you like history exams you will enjoy this simple form of people. It's simply the simplest stuff that people as simple as college students could do. It's simply awful.

-H. L. Mencken.

William Hearst and George Gershwin tackle the history problem from a new angle. Both are very cute.

-Mac Tinker.

It is a good show. It was a clean show and I wish it had gone on a walk. This show hasn't a big on to stand on.

-Bert Carroll.

News Summary!

WASHINGTON - BUSINESS DEPRESSION TO END AT MIDNIGHT, DECEMBER 1 BY PROCLAMATION OF THE PRESIDENT.

AMERICAN JOBS WILL NOT BE LOST, SAYS THE WORLD CUP.

FRANCE PAYS AMERICA ENTIRE WORLD DEBT.

SEAT AND HOUSE VOTES UNANIMOUSLY ON FIRST BALLOT TO REPEAL VOLLSTADT BILL.

CHICAGO - WHEAT SOLD AT $5 A BUSHEL IN THE PIT HERE TONIGHT.

DISTRICT HENRY FORD TODAY REEMPLOYED 100,000 WORKERS AT INCREASED WAGES.

PARIS - FRANCE SEALS VERSAILLES TREATY. PREMIER BRIAND SAYS "NO COUNTRY CAN MAKE IT IN LIEGE ANYMORE.

 TOKYO - JAPAN VOTES TO PAY CHINA TEN BILLION YEN IN DEBT.

MOSCOW - ALL RUSSIA DECLARES HOLIDAY FOR DEATH OF LATE Czar.

Plea To Homecomers!

(Especially to the ones with jobs)

(The editors of Ballyhoo wish to support Governor Emmerson's plea for people to spend normally)

Spend Normally While You Are at Normal. You May Be A Normal Person, But You Shouldn't Be An At Normal Spender

SPEND Normally - AND BRING PROSPERITY BACK TO NORMAL